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Season 47, Episode 89
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Ep. #11813



Mike and Molly, arm-in-arm, run into Rosanna, and Molly realizes that she still has a thing for Mike. They encounter Chris and Molly is forced to tell Mike some more details from her sordid past. Mike thinks that they their pasts dont matter. Meanwhile, Barbara alerts Craig to Rosannas plan to add him to her lists of conquests. He heads to Rosannas suite and finds her box of mementos. When Rosanna arrives, he confronts her about her lies. Rosanna declares her love for Craig. She tries to get back into his good graces by telling him that Aaron and Alison are not together, but Craig breaks up with her anyway. Aaron invites Lucy to join Alison and him for some trouble. They decide to go break into the country club. Alison finds a bottle of wine and pressures Lucy to have a drink, but she resists, running off in tears. Aaron follows her and admits that he relates to her. Alison and Lucy make amends, but a security guard catches them. Alison sends Lucy and Aaron away while she takes the heat and pushes the guard into the pool. Later, Lily insists that Holden cant let Aaron come between them. In Avanya, Paul and Katie cant free Simon from the jail and rush off to get more explosives. Rose finds the diamond in the Coconut Simon and they all plot for how to get Joe back safely. They convince Henry to deal with Donovon. Rose insists on seeing Joe before they do the exchange, but Donovon pulls a knife on Rose.
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
2 August 2002, 14:00
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